A bounded-transient finite automaton is an automaton for which a single change of an input will not affect the output "far away. " This paper investigates the cla .. of events which bounded transient automata can compute and shows that this class of events is a generalization of the class of definite events. A method of determining whether or not a finite automaton is bounded-transient is described. and the connection between the results of this paper and Kilmer'" results i. indicated.
I. INTRODUCTION In a paper. "Transient Behavior in Iterative
Combinational Switching Networks, ,, 1 W. L.
Kilmer investigated bounded-transient, onedimensional, unidirectional iterative networks.
Since these networks are closely related to finite automata. we will investigate the finite automata which are bounded-transient, and in particular we will attempt to define the class of events which bounded-transient finite automata compute.
II. DEFINITION
A bounded-transient finite automaton is an automaton for which a single change of an input will not affect the output "far away. " We will assume.
for the sake of simplicity. that the automaton has only two output syrnbolB--O . In this paper we will represent a string of inputs by T and the length of the string by L(T).
The state transition function. f (s, x), will be writtell 
the last L (t ik ) inputs of T are t ik , or T = t ok
and for
are the same al the last L(t ik ) inputs of (T I y T Z T 3 )' Since Vs. 5 :Jr T 1 such that 
Q.E.D.
Note that the n exhibited in the proof is not necessarily the minimum value of n which exhibits the bounded-transient nature of the automaton. In general we will not attempt to find the minimum value of n, but just show the existence of one value of n which does satisfy the def i nition of a boundedtransient automaton.
IV. MAIN THEOREMS
We will denote the class of regular events which can be expressed in the form (1) by C. In the remainder of this paper we will show that C is also the class of regular events which can be computed by bounded -transient au tomata.
Definition: Let M be a finite automaton. Two states s,' S, E 5 are m-equivalent (denoted by
This is an equivalent re.lation because: 
(iii) i s. <;:::C> Vx I X [(s.,x) ... Then VS j
The transition from one equivalence cla .. to
another, then, is as shown in Fig. 1 . Table Z We notice next that rows s l ' s z . s 3 can be merged to yield the matrix of Table 3 . We finally merge sO and s 4 to obtain Table 3  Table 4 Since no two rows can be merged. phase 1 is completed. The equivalent classes of p r are: {s O ' s 4 } (the states merged to form row S o in Table 4 ). {s l ' s z . s 3 } (the rows merged to form row s l )' anq {s S ' 8 6 } (the rows merged to form row s S ). In phase Z we notice that all the entries in row S o are s l ' all the entries in row s l are S s and all the entries in row S s are s O , Therefore the automaton shown in Figure Z is bounded transient.
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